True or False:
Rule 24
1. If a ball has come to rest on a discarded towel, it may be lifted and dropped within one
club-length of the nearest point of relief. FALSE
2. A player, whose ball lies on a cart path, may stand on the path to make his next stroke
after taking relief. FALSE
3. The nearest point of relief does not guarantee the player a playable lie or a clear line of
play. TRUE

True or False:
Rule 12-1
1. A player is always allowed to see his ball when making a stroke at it? FALSE
2. Bending long grass or bushes to find a ball is allowed provided the action doesn't
improve the lie of the ball or the area of intended stance or swing and the ball is not
moved? TRUE

The committee may put a time limit on a player completing a;
a. Stroke
b. Hole
c. Stipulated round.
d. all of the above?

Disqualification / Two Stroke Penalty ?
A player, unable to find a tee, makes a stroke at his ball raised raised off the ground with a bottle
cap.
Disqualification, Rule 11-1

Disqualification / Two Stroke Penalty ?
During play of the first hole, a player prepares to play a pitch shot but notices that the shaft of his
wedge is bent. He has not made a stroke with the club and immediately declares it out of play.
Two-stroke Penatly, Rule 4-1

True or False
1.) The committee may enact a Local Rule providing relief from a divot hole or a repaired divot
holes? FALSE
2.) Areas of extreme rough may be marked as a lateral water hazard and a Local Rule may be
established providing relief for pace of play issues. FALSE

True or False
1.) Dew and frost may not be removed from the line of putt. TRUE
2.) A player may remove snow and natural ice, other than frost, from the area he intends to drop
a ball. TRUE

Rules Quiz: True or False
True or False:
1.

During play of the first hole, all the other putting greens on the course are through the
green. TRUE

2. Relief for an embedded ball is always available provided the ball lies through the green.
FALSE- Relief for an embedded ball is available in closely mown areas (fairway height or
less). Only by a Local Rule is relief available “through the green”

